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This paper presents a new algorithm to reduce significantly the computational cost of one of the 
best methods with self-recovery capabilities in the fragile watermarking literature. This is achieved by 
generating two sequences of reference bits associated to the 5 most significant bit-planes (MSBPs) of 
the image. The reference bits and some authentication bits are then allocated to the 3 least significant 
bit-planes (LSBPs) of the image. The receiver uses the authentication bits to localise altered pixel-
blocks and then executes an iterative restoration mechanism to calculate the original value of the 
watermarked pixels. Experimental results demonstrate that the embedding method executes significantly 
faster compared to the state-of-the-art method while achieving a high restoration performance.
© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
The proliferation of powerful image editing software has raised 
serious concerns about the reliability of digital images, specially in 
application fields where altered content may lead to unacceptable 
consequences, e.g. law enforcement applications.
Fragile watermarking technology is aimed at exposing changes 
in the image content by identifying alterations on information em-
bedded a priori (i.e., watermark). The fact that the embedded wa-
termark undergoes the same distortions as the host image opens 
up the possibility of providing additional capabilities, such as tam-
pering localisation and self-recovery.
Tampering localisation refers to the ability of identifying dis-
torted regions, while verifying the integrity of the remainder of 
the image [1–4]. Self-recovery, on the other hand, refers to the 
ability of restoring the image content to its original state prior 
to the manipulation. The restoration can be either approximate or 
exact. Schemes with approximate restoration capabilities aim to re-
cover a coarse version of the original content. For example, Qin et 
al. [5] embed reference bits generated from bits of vector quan-
tisation (VQ) indices, along with some authentication bits, in the 
3 LSBPs of the image. In the receiver side, manipulated pixels are 
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used to recover a close approximation of the original content. This 
method is capable of restoring altered regions that extend up to 
60% of the image. In [6], Qin et al. generate some reference bits 
from the mean value calculated from overlapping blocks of pixels, 
which are embedded into 1 or 2 LSBPs of the image. At the re-
ceiver end, manipulated regions are located and the mean values 
are reconstructed. A recovery operation is then conducted for ev-
ery tampered pixel depending on its location in the overlapping 
blocks. The embedding strategy produce less embedding distortion 
and yet is capable of restoring images with manipulated regions of 
up to 45% of the image. Although these schemes can reconstruct 
considerably large tampered regions [7–18], the quality of the re-
stored content may be insufficient for some applications.
Methods with exact restoration capabilities can recover the 
original content perfectly, provided that the altered area is not too 
extensive. In [19,20] Reed–Solomon error correction codes are used 
to calculate parity bits for every row and column of the cover im-
age. The encrypted parity bits are embedded in the 2 LSBPs of 
the image. This scheme is capable of recovering up to 13 pix-
els in a single row or column and localising the distortions even 
if restoration is no possible. In Zhang and Wang’s scheme [21], 
some reference bits are generated with the 5 MSBPs of the image. 
The receiver localises the altered regions by identifying changes in 
some authentication bits and then estimates the original pixels by 
means of exhaustive attempts. Nonetheless, the number of restored e under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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the image. To provide a more gradual decline of the restoration 
performance, an iterative approach was introduced in [22]. In [23], 
the reference bits and some authentication bits are reversibly em-
bedded. At the receiver side, the surviving reference bits and the 
unaltered pixel bits are employed to estimate the original value of 
the altered pixels by means of solving some binary linear equa-
tion systems. With this method, up to 3.2% of the image can be 
restored. Furthermore, when the reference bits and the authenti-
cation bis are embedded with a non-reversible mechanism, up to 
24%–28% of the image can be restored, depending on the initial 
settings and the image size [24]. However, the computational cost 
of the embedding algorithm may render the scheme unsuitable for 
real scenarios, wherein the watermark must be embedded at the 
time of capture [25,26].
In this paper, the problem of the embedding time consumed by 
the method proposed by Zhang et al. [24] is addressed. Inspired 
by the iterative approach of Tornado codes [27], two sequences of 
independent reference bits are generated as a result of associat-
ing every bit in the 5 MSBPs of the image to two different subsets. 
The restoration method executes an iterative mechanism to recover 
the altered pixels. The proposed method is detailed in Section 2. 
In Section 3, the restoration performance and the computational 
cost of the proposed approach are analysed, and some experimen-
tal and comparison results are reported in Section 4. Finally, some 
conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. Proposed watermark insertion method
The proposed iterative restoration approach is inspired by a 
class of erasure codes known as Tornado codes [27]. Typical Tor-
nado codes are comprised of a series of random irregular bipartitie 
graphs. For a bipartitie graph, the left-most L nodes represent in-
formation bits which are to be transmitted reliably across the era-
sure channel. The nodes in all subsequent stages represent parity 
check bits, which form a sequence of graphs (G0, G1, · · · Gm, D). 
Assume that each stage Gi has Lβ i input bits and Lβ i+1 output bits, for all 0 ≤ i < m and 0 < β i < 1. Thus, the number of nodes 
shrinks by a factor β i at the i-th stage except for the last one.
Unlike Tornado codes, which rely on a series of Gi bipartitie 
graphs to calculate the parity bits, in our approach we use a pair 
of graphs Go and Ge . In the mathematical field of graph theory, 
a bipartite graph (or bigraph) is a graph whose vertices can be 
divided into two disjoint sets U and V , such that every edge con-
nects a vertex in U to another in V . Both bigraphs will receive 
L information bits in parallel and calculate βL parity bits with a 
shrinking factor β . The L information bits and the 2βL parity bits 
are sent through the erasure channel.
To illustrate the rationale behind the proposed iterative restora-
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The bigraphs formed by the matrices above are shown in Fig. 1a
and Fig. 1b, respectively. In the embedding process, two vectors, 
ro = Aoc and re = Aec, are calculated using arithmetic modulo 2.
To retrieve the information, we use a process similar to the 
Tornado codes but alternating the solutions between the pair of 
graphs Go and Ge . For example, Fig. 1 illustrates the steps followed 
to recover the missing information bits c1, c4 and c5. Although, in 
the first step, it is impossible to calculate the missing values, the 
value of the bit c5 can be calculated in the second step. In third 
step, it is possible to calculate the bits c1 and c4, given the bits 
c2, c3 and c5. Finally, in the fourth step, it is verified that all the 
missing bits have been fully calculated and the iterative process 
ends.
2.1. The protected and discarded bit-planes
Given a 256 grey-scale image, sized Nr × Nc and let pn ∈
[0, 255] be a pixel, for n = 1, . . . , N (N = Nr × Nc). Every pixel pn
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Fig. 3. In our proposed approach, the final sequence of reference bits is the concate-
nation of two sequences of reference bits independently generated.
can be decomposed in 8 bits, bn,7, . . . , bn,0, where bn,t = (pn/2t





The bits bn,7, . . . , bn,3, which make the greater contribution to 
the value of pn in (2), will be referred to as the most significant 
bits (MSB). The bits bn,2, bn,1 and bn,0 will be called the least sig-
nificant bits (LSB). During the embedding process, the MSB (5N in 
total) will remain intact, whereas the LSB (3N in total) will be re-
placed with the watermark.
The embedding algorithm is comprised of two steps: 1) Ref-
erence bit generation and 2) Data embedding, which are detailed 
below.
2.2. Reference bits generation
Computing all the reference bits at once is computationally ex-
pensive in Zhang et al.’s method [24] as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, 
we propose to generate two independent sequences of reference 
bits (5N/4 size), as shown in Fig. 3, and an iterative restoration 
mechanism at the receiver end. Thus, the redundant information 
about the 5 MSB is split into two strings of length 5N/4, which 
are concatenated in a final reference vector with size 5N/2.
In our approach, the 5N MSB are pseudo-randomly permuted 
in order to produce two permutation vectors, c(o) and c(e) , with 
two different secret keys (Ko and Ke , respectively), as illustrated 
in Fig. 3. Then, each c(k) vector, where k ∈ {o, e}, is divided into Msubsets of L bits each; i.e., M = (5N/L). Let [c(k)m,1, . . . , c(k)m,L] denote 
the bits in the m-th subset for the vector c(k) . For each subset, 













⎥⎥⎦ for m = 1, . . . , M , and k = 1,2 (3)
where A(k)m is a pseudo-random binary (L/4) × L matrix and the 
arithmetic in (3) is modulo-2. Note that this operation is similar 
to the generation of parity check bits in Hamming codes [28]. For 
security purposes, we assume that A(k)m is different for every m.
2.3. Data embedding
The two sequences of reference bits r(o) and r(e) are concate-
nated into r, permuted upon a secret key and split into groups of 
160-bits, each of which is embedded in pixel-blocks as follows.
A secure block-wise method resilient to cropping, which is a 
tailored version of the method in [1], was implemented to enable 
the detection and localisation of altered pixel-blocks. The image 
is divided into non-overlapping blocks of 8 × 8 pixels; let Nb (=
N/64) denote the total number of blocks. For each block, a 32-bit 
description code is encoded as Nr ||Nc||p, where 0 ≤ p < Nb is 
the block index and || denotes concatenation of bits. Observe that 
all the description bits share a common prefix (i.e., Nr ||Nc); let 
be the length of the common prefix. This information can be de-
coded by the receiver to localise manipulated blocks and, in case 
of cropping, restore the original dimensions of the image, while 
correcting possible displacements of the content. Additionally, for 
each block, a cryptographic hash function is fed with the 5 MS-
BPs of the block and the 160 reference bits to be embedded in 
the block. The exclusive-or operation between the description code 
and the resulting hash code is computed to generate a 32-bit au-
thentication code:
ap, j = w p, j ⊕ hp, j for p = 1, . . . , Nb , and j = 1, . . . ,32 , (4)
where hp, j is the j-th bit of the hash code, ap, j is the j-th bit of 
the authentication code, and w p, j is the j-th bit of the description 
code for the p-th block. The 3 LSBPs of the p-th block are replaced 
with the 192 bits obtained by concatenating the 160 reference bits 
and the encrypted version of the 32-bit hash code. To ensure ro-
bustness against the well known vector quantisation (VQ) attacks 
[29], a different secret key must be used for every cover image. 
A different block-size can be used to fulfil the requirements of 
different applications. However, the number of reference bits allo-
cated in each block, and the length of the description code, should 
be adjusted accordingly.
2.4. Embedding distortion
To estimate the average distortion suffered by a host image, 
let us assume that the embedded watermark is driven by a uni-
form distribution. This is a reasonable assumption because of the 
properties of cryptographic hash codes. Because the watermark is 
embedded in the 3 LSBPs of the whole image, the average energy 
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so, the average Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is





= 37.9 dB . (6)
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The detection process is comprised of two steps: 1) Cropping 
resistant tampering localisation, and 2) Iterative restoration, which 
are detailed below.
3.1. Cropping resistant tampering localisation
The received image, sized N ′r × N ′c , is divided into non-
overlapping blocks of 8 × 8 pixels. Let us denote the total number 
of blocks as N ′b . For each block, the 32-bit hash code and the 
160 reference bits are extracted from the 192 bits in the 3 LSBP. 
The 32-bit hash code is decrypted to obtain the authentication 
code, meanwhile the 160 reference bits are fed to the same cryp-
tographic hash function used at the embedding process to generate 
a 32-bit hash code. The description code for the p-th pixel-block 
is decoded by
w ′p, j = a′p, j ⊕ h′p, j for p = 1, . . . , N ′b , and j = 1, . . . ,32 , (7)
where a′p, j is the j-th bit of the authentication code, h
′
p, j is the 
j-th bit of the hash code, and w ′p, j is the j-th bit of the de-
scription code of the p-th block. Let D be a set of description 
codes, whose  MSBs are identical to each other. In a watermarked 
image, the cardinality |D|, i.e., the number of elements in D, is ex-
pected to be above a threshold τL .
If |D| ≤ τL , it is possible that the left/upper-most edges of 
the input image had been removed by cropping. To address this 
problem, 64 shifted versions of the image are analysed as de-
scribed above. Every shifted version is generated by displacing 
the image λi rows and λ j columns, for i = 0, −1, . . . , −8 and 
j = 0, −1, . . . , −8. The detection process is terminated altogether 
if none of the shifted versions were regarded as watermarked. The 
probability that a non-watermarked image will be misjudged as 
watermarked (i.e., false positive) can be modelled by
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is the binomial coefficient.
If the image is regarded as watermarked, the original dimen-
sions of the image, Nr and Nc , are extracted from the common 
prefix of the description codes in D with higher occurrence to re-
store the original shape of the image in case of cropping. Finally, 
the block indexes retrieved from every description code are used to 
estimate possible common displacements to translate the authentic 
content to its original location, thereby resynchronising the water-
mark with the restoration mechanism detailed below. The reserved 
bits and pixel bits located within altered blocks will be regarded 
as “tampered”, and as “reserved” otherwise.
3.2. Iterative restoration
The 5N/2 reference bits are extracted, permuted back to their 
original location, and split into two sequences, r′(o) and r′(e) , cor-
responding to the reference bits generated in the two stages at the 
embedding stage. The following procedure is repeated alternating 
the secret keys, Ko and Ke , in every successive iteration; that is Ko
is used for odd iterations, while Ke is used for even iterations.
The 5N MSB of the image are shuffled, using the secret key as 
the seed of the pseudo-random permutation algorithm, to produce 
the vector c′(k) , for k ∈ {o, e}, which is divided into M subsets of 
L bits each. The same (L/4) × L pseudo-random matrix, A(k)m , is 
generated as in the embedding stage. Let r′(k)m = [r′ , . . . , r′ ], and 1 L/4c′(k)m = [c′1, . . . , c′L] be the vectors of reference bits and pixel bits of 
the m-th subset.
Let NE < (L/4) be the number of reference bits that were 
deemed “reserved” by the detection process. A system of equations 










where r′R = [r′a1 , . . . , r′aNE ]
T is the vector with the NE “reserved” 
reference bits in r′(k)m and A′R denotes their corresponding rows 
in A(k)m , while r′T = [r′aNE +1 , . . . , r
′
L/4]T is the vector with the “tam-
pered” reference bits in r′(k)m and A′T denotes their corresponding 
rows in A(k)m .
Let NU < L be the number of “tampered” pixel bits in c
′(k)
m , 
which can be rearranged, along with the columns in A′R and A′T , 














where c′T = [c′b1 , . . . , c′bNU ]
T is the vector with the NU “tampered” 
pixel bits and A′R,T and A′T ,T denote their corresponding columns 
in A(k)m , while c′R = [c′bNU +1 , . . . , c
′
bL
]T is the vector with the “re-
served” pixel bits and A′R,R and A′T ,R denote their corresponding 
columns in A(k)m . From (10), it follows that,
r′R = A′R,T c′T + A′R,R c′R , (11)
A′R,T c′T = r′R − A′R,R c′R , (12)
where the values r′R , A′R,T , A′R,R and c′R are known.
The system of equations given by (12) has NE equations and 
NU unknowns, which can be solved using modulo-2 arithmetic if 
the system is linearly independent. In the following sub-section 
we calculate the probability that this system of equations will be 
linearly independent.
3.3. Probability of independence for the linear system
Let 0 ≤ α < 1 be the ratio of bits regarded as “tampered”. For 
a binary matrix A′R,T , of size NE × NU , the probability that the 
Gaussian elimination will fail in the j-th column can be recursively 
determined as
P G E( j) = P G E( j − 1) + [1 − P G E( j − 1)]2−(NE − j+1),
for j = 2, · · · , NE ,
P G E(1) = 2−NE .
Provided that NE ≥ NU , the probability that the NE equations 
in A′R,T will be linearly independent is





P NE (i,α)P NU ( j,αγ )[1 − P G E(i)] , (13)
where P NE is the probability of the number of “reserved” reference 
bits in the subset (i.e., NE ), which obeys a binomial distribution 
given by





(1 − α)iαL/4−i , (14)
and P NU is probability of the number of “tampered” pixel bits in 
the subset (i.e., NU ), which also obeys a binomial distribution de-
scribed as,





(αγ ) j(1 − αγ )(L− j) . (15)
The parameter γ starts with value 1 at the first iteration. How-
ever, it is likely to decrease as long as the tampering rate is not 
too large; that is, the number of unknowns will decrease for every 
iteration. The convergence of the iterative restoration procedure is 
demonstrated by means of the total probability rule and the Bayes 
rule as follows.
Let T1, T2, · · · , Tm be disjoint subsets of the set that contains 
all the “tampered” bits, T , such that Ti ∩ T j = ∅ ∀i = j, and, 
T = ⋃mi=1 Ti . Given T ∩Ti = Ti , we can rewrite T = ⋃mi=1 Ti equiv-
alently by (16),
T = (T ∩ T1) ∪ (T ∩ T2) ∪ · · · ∪ (T ∩ Tm) . (16)
Let T̂q be the relative complement of the set Tq in T̂q−1. That is
T̂q = T̂q−1 \ Tq , (17)
T̂0 = T . (18)
For every set in T̂k , we can easily show that T̂k−1 ∩ Tk = Tk
because Tk ⊂ T̂k−1, and rewrite (16) as (19):
T = (T̂0 ∩ T1) ∪ (T̂1 ∩ T2) ∪ (T̂2 ∩ T3) ∪ · · ·
∪ (T̂m−1 ∩ Tm) ,
T = (T ∩ T1) ∪ (T̂1 ∩ T2) ∪ (T̂2 ∩ T3) ∪ · · ·
∪ (T̂m−1 ∩ Tm) .
(19)
Applying the law of total probability and Bayes’ Rule in (19), we 
obtain
P (T ) = P (T ∩ T1) + P (T̂1 ∩ T2) + P (T̂2 ∩ T3) + · · ·
+ P (T̂m−1 ∩ Tm) , (20)
P (T ) = P (T1|T )P (T ) + P (T2|T̂1)P (T̂1) + · · ·
+ P (Tm|T̂m−1)P (T̂m−1) . (21)
Let βi = P (Ti |T̂i−1) be the likelihood of recovering the partition 
Ti given a subset of tampered bits T̂i−1. The probability of recov-
ering the i-th subset is P (T̂i) = αγi = α(1 −β1)(1 −β2) · · · (1 −βi). 
Substituting these definitions in (21), it follows that
α = β1α + β2α(1 − β1) + β3α(1 − β1)(1 − β2) + · · ·
+ βmα(1 − β1)(1 − β2) · · · (1 − βm−1) (22)






(1 − β j) = 1 , (23)
where β0 = 0 and Niter is the number of iterations necessary to 
reach the total restoration. We use (13) to estimate the probability 
of recovering βi bits, given a ratio α of tampered bits:




(1 − β j), ∀i = 1,2, · · · , Niter . (25)
Algorithm 1, named Probability of Recovering Bits PRB(α), es-
timates the number of iterations and the percentage of recovered 
bits at each iteration. Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 4e and 4f were generated 
using Algorithm 1 for different tampering rates, α, namely, 0.05, 
0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25 and 0.27, respectively. The values of L tested 
in every experiment were 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256. Observe that Algorithm 1 PRB(α).
1: β0 = 0, s0 = 0 and i ← 0
2: while si ≤ 1 do
3: i ← i + 1
4: γi = ∏i−1j=0(1 − β j)
5: βi = P LI (α, αγi)
6: si = si−1 + γi × βi
7: end while
8: Niter = i
9: return Niter , s
the number of iterations consumed by the restoration process sig-
nificantly increases from α = 0.25 to α = 0.27 for greater values 
of L, e.g., L = 256 in Fig. 4f. On the other hand, with small val-
ues of L, the restoration process is incapable of restoring 100% of 
the tampered regions when the distortion is small, e.g., α = 0.05
in Fig. 4a. This behaviour is caused by the effect of L in the proba-
bility of linear independence of the system of equations solved by 
the restoration process for small and large values of α. This is a key 
difference with Zhang et al.’s method [24], whose restoration per-
formance improves for larger values of L, but sharply decreases for 
smaller values of L. For example, using a value of L = 64 in Zhang 
et al.’s method, the theoretical probability of restoring a tampered 
image of size 512 × 512 is zero, even for small tampering rates, 
e.g. α = 10.
3.4. Complexity of the embedding process
The following is the analysis of the complexity of the proposed 
embedding approach. A matrix multiplication is computed for ev-
ery one of the M subsets, which takes O(M × L × L/4). Since 
two sequences of reference bits are generated, the overall com-
plexity of the algorithm is O(M × L × L/2), which is the same 
as in Zhang et al.’s scheme [24]. However, in Section 4, results 
show that the restoration performance of the proposed iterative 
restoration approach using L = 52 compares favourably to the per-
formance of Zhang et al.’s scheme using L = 256. That represents 
a factor of 4 less computations for an equivalent restoration per-
formance. This is particularly relevant in real applications, where 
watermarks must be embedded at the time of capture [25,26].
4. Experimental results
In this section, the performance of the proposed approach 
is tested and compared with Zhang et al.’s scheme [24]. Both 
schemes were implemented in C++ without any particular opti-
misation and the experiments were executed on an Intel Core i5 
2.67 GHz processor with 4 GB RAM.
4.1. Iterative restoration
Fig. 5 illustrates the performance of the proposed cropping-
resistant tampering location and the restoration methods. The im-
age of Lena, sized 256 × 256, was watermarked using L = 64. 
The PSNR between the original and the watermarked images was 
assessed to be 34.60 dB. A tampered image, sized 231 × 231, 
was produced by removing the 25 left-most columns and the 
25 bottom-most rows (α = 0.1858). The original dimensions of 
the image, and the common displacement of the content, are re-
trieved from the description code of every unaltered pixel-block. 
The bottom-left image shows the watermarked image with the al-
tered regions marked in black. The sequence of images at the bot-
tom correspond to the images reconstructed in every subsequent 
iteration of the restoration algorithm. Note that all the altered pix-
els were successfully restored.
Fig. 6 shows two examples solved by the presented tampering 
localisation and restoration algorithms using L = 64. Fig. 6a and 
88 S. Bravo-Solorio et al. / Digital Signal Processing 73 (2018) 83–92Fig. 4. Performance of the restoration process for α = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25 and 0.27. For every experiment, the values of L tested were 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256.Fig. 6b show the original image of Lena, sized 256 × 256, and its 
watermarked version, respectively. Note that there is no significant 
difference to the naked eye. Fig. 6c shows the tampered image, 
which was created by copying one region of some image and past-
ing it on the watermarked image (Fig. 6b) using the image editor 
Gimp. The resulting tampering rate was assessed to be α = 0.1765. 
Fig. 6f, Fig. 6g and Fig. 6h show the images reconstructed in sub-
sequent iterations, starting with the image with all the detected 
tampered regions marked in black in Fig. 6e. Figs. 6i–6p show 
an image doctored to conceal the person that appears in the wa-
termarked image, resulting in a tampering ratio α = 0.2263. The 
image reconstructed in each subsequent iteration are shown in 6n, 
6o and 6p.The image in Fig. 7a was watermarked with the proposed 
method using L = 64, the original image was taken by a secu-
rity camera in our department at the university. The embedding 
process took 2.9 seconds and the PSNR between the original and 
watermarked images was assessed to be 37.9 dB. Fig. 7b shows 
the manipulated version of watermarked images with a tampering 
ratio α = 0.2263. The image in Fig. 7d shows the final image ob-
tained by the iterative restoration algorithm and Fig. 7c shows the 
tampered regions detected by the algorithm. The cumulative per-
centage of restored MSB in every iteration is shown in Fig. 8 for 
tampered ratios α = 0.1538 and α = 0.2263. Observe that, in both 
cases, the actual restoration (AR) performance of the implemented 
method was very close to the theoretical estimation (TE) derived 
S. Bravo-Solorio et al. / Digital Signal Processing 73 (2018) 83–92 89Fig. 5. Cropping-resistant tampering localisation and restoration performance of the proposed scheme. The original image, sized 256 × 256, was watermarked and then 
cropped to produce a 231 × 231 image. The image was completely reconstructed.
Fig. 6. Images obtained by the proposed embedding, tampering localisation and restoration methods. Upper image – size: 256 × 256, embedding distortion: PSNR = 34.60 dB, 
tampering: α = 0.1765. Lower image – size: 512 × 512, embedding distortion: 37.84 dB, tampering: α = 0.2263. In both cases L = 64.
90 S. Bravo-Solorio et al. / Digital Signal Processing 73 (2018) 83–92Fig. 7. Conventional tampering test for a security camera with image size 512 × 512. The tampering rate for this image was assessed to be α = 0.2263.Fig. 8. Iteration for two tampered rate α = 0.1538 and α = 0.2263. AR (solid lines) 
represents the actual restoration, while TE (dashed lines) represents the theoretical 
estimation.
from the analysis in Section 3. Clearly, the restoration mechanism 
requires more iterations to recover greater portions of altered pix-
els.
4.2. Performance comparison
A total of 1000 images, sized 512 × 512, in the Caltech-256 
data-set [30], were watermarked with the proposed scheme using five settings: L = 32, 48, 52, 54 and 64. For comparison purposes, 
the same experiment was conducted on images watermarked with 
Zhang et al.’s method [24] using L = 64 and 256. The following 
tampering ratios were tested for every image: 0.22, 0.23, 0.24, 0.25, 
0.26 and 0.27. It is important to mention that Zhang et al.’s is 
the only watermarking scheme capable of exactly reconstruct the 
5 MSBPs of tampered areas that extend beyond 28% of the image.
The results, summarised in Table 1, show that the iterative 
mechanism provides the best restoration performance using L =
52. In fact, it compares favourably to Zhang et al.’s scheme with 
L = 256 and yet the proposed embedding method executes almost 
4 times faster. Observe that, in the proposed method, the execu-
tion time of the restoration process is worse for L = 52 than the 
rest of the values of L. This is because more iterations are required 
to restore a higher percentage of tampered pixels. An embedding 
time comparable to the one achieved with the proposed approach 
can be obtained using L = 64 in Zhang et al.’s method, but with a 
very poor restoration performance from their method. It is impor-
tant to mention that Zhang et al. method is capable of restoring 
images with tampering rates up to α = 0.28 using L = 512. How-
ever, with these settings, their embedding process takes about 25 
seconds, which may be utterly impractical for real scenarios, where 
the watermark must be embedded at the time of capture [25,26].
The discrete nature of digital images causes the divergence be-
tween the actual and the theoretical restoration performance. For 
example, in our theoretical analysis, the best restoration perfor-
mance was expected to be achieved with L = 64. However, in real 
images, the algorithm managed to restore a higher percentage of 
pixels with L = 52 for α = 0.26. Moreover, our theoretical results 
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Performance comparison between our proposed iterative approach and Zhang et al.’s method [24].
Method L Avg. time (s) Restored pixels (%) at tampering ratio (α)
E R 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.27
Iterative 32 2.7 26.9 100 100 93.4 17.1 0 0
approach 48 3.0 22.7 100 100 100 100 90.8 0
52 3.2 27.8 100 100 100 100 95.5 0
56 3.3 24.4 100 100 100 100 86.3 0
64 4.4 23.1 100 100 100 100 19.7 0
Zhang et al. [24] 64 4.1 5.13 0 0 0 0 0 0
256 15.8 25.0 100 100 100 100 0 0
Table 2
Performance comparison between our proposed iterative approach and the methods in [23,24,6,18].
Method Average distortion (PSNR) Max. 
tamperingEmbeddin* Restoration**
Qin et al. [6] [38,46] dB [29,41] dB α < 0.45
Qin et al. [18] [37.91,51.15] dB [40.72,51.14] dB α < 0.20
Zhang et al. [24] (2) 37.9 dB [20,40] dB α < 0.66
Zhang et al. [24] (1) 37.9 dB +∞ α < 0.28
Zhang and Wang [23] 28.7 dB +∞ α < 3.2
Proposed scheme 37.9 dB +∞ α < 0.26
* Embedding distortion between the watermarked and the original images.
** Restoration distortion between the restored and the watermarked images.showed that the proposed method should be capable of restoring 
images with tampering rates α ≈ 0.28. Nonetheless, in real images, 
the amount of pixels restored in the first iterations is insufficient 
to achieve the exponential growth shown in Fig. 4f. So, we em-
pirically found that the proposed scheme is capable of restoring 
around 95% of altered pixels in images with tampering rates of up 
to 26%.
A performance comparison between the proposed scheme 
and five of the most relevant watermarking methods with self-
restoration capabilities is presented in Table 2. Observe that the 
exact content of the watermarked image is successfully restored 
by the methods in [23], [24] (scheme 1) and the proposed scheme. 
The methods in [6] and [24] (scheme 2) manage to reconstruct 
images with higher tampering rates. However, the reconstruction 
is not exact, but an approximation of the original content. The 
restoration achieved by the method in [18] is approximate as well. 
However, the parameters of the algorithm can be adjusted to cause 
a significantly lesser embedding distortion at the expense of lim-
iting the restoration capabilities to tampered areas that extend up 
to 20% of the image.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a new algorithm has been proposed to reduce the 
computational cost of the method proposed by Zhang et al. [24]. 
Enlightened by Tornado codes, two sequences of pseudo-random 
reference bits are generated using different secret keys. The re-
ceiver end executes an iterative restoration mechanism, whereby 
the reference bits and MSB that belong to unaltered pixel-blocks 
are used to calculate the original value of the tampered MSB. 
We have presented a complete analysis of the iterative restoration 
mechanism. Furthermore, experimental results demonstrated that, 
using L = 52, the restoration performance of the proposed iterative 
mechanism compares favourably to the one achieved by Zhang et 
al.’s scheme using L = 256. The proposed embedding mechanism 
of the proposed scheme is faster by a factor of 4, yet it manages 
to restore up to 26% of the images. These results are particularly 
important for real scenarios, where the watermarks must be em-
bedded at the time of capture. In fact, future work includes an 
optimised implementation of the proposed embedding scheme for 
video surveillance applications with low frame rates. Based on the presented results, we strongly believe that the computation time 
might be reduced by using more than two sequences of refer-
ence bits, at the expense of further decreasing the performance 
of the restoration process. Nonetheless, the theoretical and empir-
ical boundaries for greater numbers of bit sequences is an open 
question that we are currently investigating.
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